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Project main aim: 
Investigating the potential of autonomous emergency braking
(AEB) systems for Powered Two Wheelers (PTW).

Presentation main aim: 
How to assess assistance systems with a holistic approach.
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General information

source: BMW press material
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Agenda



Background AEB

• Aim: Reducing speed of the ego vehicle 
• A ‘real’ emergency braking manoeuvre with maximum 

deceleration requires… 
– concentration, (situation) awareness, body tension.
– This is not always available…

 Transition from ‘any’ state to ‘ready for AEB’ state

source: KTM press material source: Google Pictures source: Google Pictures



Research questions

1. How to minimize the transition period?

2. Which speed reduction can be achieved prior to the transition 
completion?  Investigating different cascades.

3. How critical is the rider state during AEB manoeuvres?

4. Do warnings help in minimizing the transition period?



Project overview

1. Parameterization of cascades
 expert study (test track)

2. Verification of parameters & transition period
 participant study (test track)

3. Effects of rider state and warnings on transition
 participant study (simulator)

1. 2. 3.
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Methods

Measurement motorcycle
AEB brake application

– Controlling rear brake lever
 CBS
 ABS
 Brake is always available to the rider 

(independent of AEB system) 

Clutch
– For safety reasons the clutch is 

automatically engaged during 
autonomous braking manoeuvres.



Methods

Measurement motorcycle
Complete vehicle state measurement
 Vehicle IMU
 GPS
 Suspension
 Steering
…

Rider vs. Vehicle acceleration

IMU attached to the back of the rider
 Measuring rider acceleration relative to 

vehicle position



Methods

EVITA at TU Darmstadt test track Griesheim 
 Testing AEB scenarios without crash risk



DESMORI Dynamic Motorcycle Simulator

• Mock-up: BMW F 800

• 6 DoF Steward platform

• 220° horizontal field of view

• In-helmet sound system

• Body shaker

• Steering torque (up to ~80 Nm)

• TFT-Displays as cockpit and mirrors
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Methods



Critical rider states to be assessed (secondary tasks):
• Both hands at the handlebar (visual-manual secondary task): SuRT

• One hand at the handlebar: changing gps settings

• No hands at the handlebar: ACC active; keeping PTW in lane by weight 
shifting
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Methods – Independent variables



Study design simulator
• Highway scenario

• Car following task with unpredictable braking manoeuvres of the lead 
vehicle

Study procedure:
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Methods

Task Duration [min]

Introduction 10

Simulator familiarization 15

Practice secondary tasks 15

Test ride 40

Final Inquiry 10

Total 90



Surrogate Reference Task (SuRT)

Digression: SuRT



• Warning (visual + auditory): with vs. without
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Methods – Independent variables

+



• Subjective ratings
– Online rating

 The situation was…
 The system‘s intervention was…
 How useful was the warning?
 How useful would a warning have been?

– Final inquiry

• Objective riding data
– Position in lane
– Steering behaviour
– Enhancement of AEB deceleration
– …
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Methods – Dependent variables

System intervention rating scale



Summary - Holistic approach

Which velocity reduction can be 
achieved prior to the transition completion?

How to minimize the transition period?

How critical is the rider state during AEB 
manoeuvres?

Do warnings help in minimizing the 
transition period?
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